Autonomous Fishing Vessels Roving the Seas: What Multiagent Systems Have Got to Do with It
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ABSTRACT

With the advent of autonomous vehicles, (partial or total) autonomy of fishing vessels or operations is seen as a possibility for increased competitiveness among actors of the fishing industry. This study describes the state of art and the possible gradual deployment of autonomous fishing vehicles (AFVs), which may bring unparalleled changes to the fishing industry. Critical challenges related to safety, conservation, economy, law, and ethics of AFVs utilization remain that could be addressed using multiagent approaches. We analyse these possibilities together with the associated difficulties.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Partial or total autonomy is explored as a possibility for maritime operations in domains such as military activities [11], maritime and port security [31], maritime transport / shipping [4], oil and gas exploitation [34], offshore renewable energy [18], marine / coastal monitoring [27], and aquaculture [28]. Following this trend, this study focuses on fishing, a maritime operations domain that has never been explored before from this perspective.

Fishing is defined as any activity that involves the catching, taking, or harvesting of fish [12], and as such is the core activity of fisheries, a concept analysed lately through the lenses of socio-ecological complex adaptive systems [17]. In many respects fishing has not evolved from the primitive forms of hunting, but it is a diversified activity. It relies on the existence of a prey (i.e. the fish) and an operator (i.e. fisher) equipped with some form of fishing gear. Presently, fish is one of the most traded food commodities in a world basis despite wild fish being a limited resource [10]. Where fisheries target valuable species or in industrial fisheries automation may be beneficial: a) it can provide access to otherwise non-reachable areas, due to large distances, harsh conditions, no or unreliable internet coverage; b) it can decrease costs of fishing by reducing labour; c) it can decrease costs associated with ship size and design in the case of unmanned or autonomous vessels; d) it can lead to environmental gains, as small autonomous vessels and smart operations may lead to significant reductions in CO2 emissions; e) it can bring additional possibilities for live-handling of catches (by removing the stage of hauling the fish into a dry environment), thereby reducing stress (and increasing animal welfare) and increasing value of fish; f) it can lead to a reduction in bycatch (i.e. unwanted fish and other marine creatures, such as birds, turtles, dolphins, trapped by fishing gear during fishing for a different species) and discards of unwanted catch (often dead or dying); g) access to difficult, deep-sea resources; h) most of all, it can lead to increase in human safety in a sector where labour-related accidents are frequent due to, for example, harsh weather conditions (e.g. strong winds), which might be exacerbated by climate change effects, and where sometimes the working environment is causing illnesses (e.g. snow-crab fishery in the Barents Sea).

When crossing the domain of fishing with the one of autonomous vehicles, the main research questions rise around transforming a classic fishing vessel into a partial or full autonomous fishing vessel (AFV), operating alone or in an autonomous fishing operation system (FOS), i.e. together with supporting marine autonomous vehicles, be they underwater or surface vehicles, and possibly aerial autonomous vehicles. Besides clearly attainable benefits, due to the technical and social complexity of fishing operations, which go beyond those raised by other domains where autonomous vehicles are used (e.g. navigate, find, catch, store, and transport live animals for human consumption with minimum economic, environmental, and animal welfare costs; presence of self-interested operators, the need to prevent illegalities, the need of cooperation between operators), the autonomous fishing may bring unparalleled changes to the fishing industry (i.e. paradigm shift in the ways the fish are caught, processed, and maintained to the market stage), as well as raise critical challenges related to technology, safety, conservation, law, and ethics. Some of these challenges could be addressed using multiagent approaches. Here we analyse these possibilities together with the associated difficulties.

2 FISHING OPERATIONS AND FISHING VESSELS

A fishing operation is composed of four phases: search/detection, capture, storage, and transport/carry of fish. The capture phase
with traps or trap nets), and this phase can be active (e.g. with trawls) or passive (e.g. with gillnets) [32]. A fishing vessel is an odd combination of functions: transport (i.e. navigation, movement), carrier, hospitality (i.e. hosting people on board), and a dedicated fishing function [26]. Often these vessels are built specifically for one type of industrial fishing (e.g. tuna fishing), having special equipment (e.g. seines) whose deployment requires very special skills from the crew. As some experienced people put it, there are critical aspects and instants that only a human captain on-board can handle on this kind of vessels (as they are operated today) [35]. These events are related to the critical time to deploy the gear, which can be a costly operation, without jeopardizing the safety of the crew and vessel, while respecting the navigational and fishery regulations. An array of sensors are commercial available to aid with navigation, fish search, and with the environmental and catch variables of the fishing gear.

3 LOOKING INTO THE FUTURE

Autonomous fish capturing: vessels and passive gear: For the purpose of demonstrating the core vision about autonomous fishing, we present here possible developments in the phases of search/detection and capture, and for full autonomy, a model that would maximise all the benefits enumerated in Section 1. In addition to AFVs, autonomous fishing could also be implemented via autonomous passive fishing gear (APFG), i.e. traps and nets, or a combination of both AFV and APFG. Passive fishing gear is utilized since ancient times, and it has interesting characteristics, such as low cost of operation and the possibility to keep the fish alive for long periods of time. Their operation is generally devoid of the critical events frequent in operation of active gear, and as such they would be the first candidates to autonomization of fishing. In the case of APFG, the autonomous vehicle component would be related to the movement of the gear to appropriate places (horizontally or vertically) and transport of fish holding structures. Repetitive, low-intensity operations by autonomous passive fishing gear increase the time and opportunity to expose live fish to non-lethal sorting procedures (based on size, behaviour etc.), decreasing bycatch. At the same time, these vehicles could collect and transmit information related to environment (e.g. depth, temperature, light), navigation and hazards, as well as size and type of catch.

Autonomous fishing operation systems: An autonomous fishing operation system (AFOS) can be defined as the multiple interacting autonomous agents (AA) that perform tasks necessary for integrated fishing operations (Figure 1). An integrated fishing operation would link or coordinate the four phases of a fishing operation: search/detection, capture, storage, and transport/carry; in this study, we focus only on the first two of these phases. In addition to the AFVs or APFGs, a variety of supporting autonomous marine vehicles, and even autonomous aerial vehicles, could be deployed in such a system. These vehicles could be seen operating as multiagent systems (MASs). As far as we can predict now, AFOS would have to perform tasks necessary for integrated fishing operations (Figure 1). An integrated fishing operation would link or coordinate the four phases of a fishing operation: search/detection, capture, storage, and transport/carry; in this study, we focus only on the first two of these phases. In addition to the AFVs or APFGs, a variety of supporting autonomous marine vehicles, and even autonomous aerial vehicles, could be deployed in such a system. These vehicles could be seen operating as multiagent systems (MASs). As far as we can predict now, AFOS would have to make use of MASs techniques, because the application domain is intrinsically decentralised. Agents are on different vehicles, which are difficult to connect (e.g. one is on the surface, one is underwater; there is no global Internet far away from shore or in harsh environments, such as strong winds, high waves, extreme cold; there is need for robustness if the Internet connectivity is lost; there is a need for reactivity that prevents to use internet). The specificity of fishing operations requires that each agent acts in autonomy while taking others into consideration, even in the absence of centralized decision-making. Further complexity is added by the fact that that agents might represent different stakeholders (e.g. various fishing companies), thus multiple agents are required to defend multiple private interests (e.g. fishing performed by different companies employing AFOSs in the same area), while stakeholders might have private information they do not want to share with others (e.g. exact location of targeted fish).

Underwater vehicles: Such vehicles could be deployed for water sampling, bathymetric surveys, reduction of bycatch.

Surface vehicles: These vehicles could range from drifting or fixed buoys to hydrodynamic, moving entities. They could perform fishing related tasks: prevent bycatch from getting into the nets; detecting target fish; attracting targeted fish; estimating catch size; reducing catch if necessary; fertilizing plankton, and feeding fish.

Aerial vehicles: One or more autonomous aerial vehicles (AAV) could be integrated in the AFOS, augmenting the overall built-in intelligence. AAVs can detect the movements of the target fish (e.g. many tuna species move close to the surface), thus contributing to the search/detection phase of the fishing operation. Also, they can detect the movements accompanying other species (e.g. fish, birds, mammals), thus contributing to the bycatch avoidance feature of the AFOS. Further, aerial devices can improve the communication among buoys and the fishing vessels, as well as be critical for satellite communication and warning for passing craft, thus addressing in an easier way for example the path planning problem for autonomous vessels.

4 PROBLEMS TO BE SOLVED

Choice of autonomy model: In the present analysis we will focus on the challenges related to fishing operations, as well as the social and ecological issues emerging therein. We thereby neglect other factors associated with shipping in general, such as navigation and
transport, which are being handled by other maritime researchers (e.g. [30]). The transition to semi-autonomy or full autonomy of fishing vessels will not be similar in every sector or country. It is very likely that it will take place in industrialized fishing nations such as Japan and Norway first, but that traditional operations will for a period co-exist with autonomous operations. It is likely that autonomous and, particularly, semi-autonomous systems are prone to emerge first in small near-shore operations targeting valuable species. The technological transition raises several questions, particularly as to the potential of full autonomy to achieve all the benefits enumerated in Section 1: should partial autonomy be even considered? But, if not, would it be possible that full autonomy is too complex to achieve in the near future, given the state of the art? If partial autonomy is to be tried first, how should this be done? System requiring support to operators? Operators relying on the system for automating part of their job? Who is (needed to be) embedded on the ship? Only the captain? Fishing crew? Non-fishing crew? Regardless the level of autonomy, should vessels be macro-agents or MASs?

**Multi-agent interaction:** Even though, as indicated in Section 1, there is already some research about operating autonomous marine vehicles, and sometimes using a MAS approach [21], with fishing operations being such a new application domain there are initial questions that have to be answered, such as: How agents of the system relate to each other and to external systems (e.g. weather forecast)? How should agents cooperate locally to ensure global sustainability? How are decisions taken in an AFOSs (e.g. communication, collaboration, coordination tasks)? It seems that coordination is required in running AFOS. Then, are new coordination mechanisms required (e.g. to avoid overfishing)? Do we need a new type of architecture for agents? Different agent protocols? How would the various combinations of AA be integrated (surface-underwater, surface-aerial, surface-underwater-aerial, underwater-aerial)?

**System and human interactions:** Moving into this domain, more question arise: Who are the humans involved in autonomous fishing and why are they involved? Does the system needs them for operating? How do these humans interact with the system? How do humans control the system? What is the benefit from their interaction? How would the system interact with humans from outside the MAS itself such as representatives of law enforcement, environmental non-governmental organisations or even human controlled vessels that try to steal the catch of the autonomous fishing system (piracy attacks)? How should the autonomous fishing system interact with the on-land parts of the owner of the fishing system or landing facilities (e.g. transfer of fishing data)?

**Ethics:** Autonomous fishing is a rich environment for manifestation of multiple ethical concerns. Inside the fishing company, decisions about the command and decision structure, "company rules" for operation, will have to be settled from the onset. Are there sufficient stop buttons placed in the correct places? Further, open access to all the operational information to the legislator or law enforcement is expected to ensure full transparency. In a submerged world, this can be the only way to ensure that companies operate according to desirable standards. To avoid local depletion of stocks, there must be some agreement as to how to explore patches of resource among the operators without compromising individual economic efficiency, that is "rules of the road". In addition, there are ethical aspects connected to the design of the AAs, be them AFVs, APFGs, AFOSs or parts of AFOSs. Should we design AAs that respect ethical principles? Should these agents be given the values of their owners? Should these agents follow social norms? How to design ethical rules for such agents? What would be development of standards of “acceptable” behaviour among multi-robotic agents that exploit shared natural resources? The ethical issues inherent to classic fishing operation will be inherited by the autonomous fishing, such as the question of fishing in waters belonging to developing countries. In addition, new issues will arise, such as: should the MAS be knowledgeable about all the laws applicable in its operational domain or should it just follow the desire / rules of its owner, thus opening for the possibility for the MAS to act illegally? How should agents with different private owners behave with each other (possibly in the case when one of the agents has performed an illegal activity) and towards similar agents owned by state authorities, environmental non-governmental organisations or pirate systems? To what extent should the AFOS defend itself against human controlled pirate attacks?

**Society:** Large scale utilization of autonomous fishing practices would lead to reorganisation of society in different respects. Displacement of labour from the operational fishing sector can be beneficial from, for instance, the perspectives of human safety, health or well-being (e.g. more time with family). However, the history of Norwegian coastal regions in the last 30 years shows that with increasing efficiency of the fishing sector at sea there has been a flight from coastal regions where normally fishers and family dwelled, to the cities [2]. Nevertheless, a focus on the catch and transport of fresh, live fish has the potential to create new jobs in other sectors downstream along the coast that could compensate for that loss. From an organisational perspective, it might be possible that fishing companies would re-organise and new forms of organisations will be formed to operate the various elements of AFOSs, for example. For various reasons, such as distance from law enforcement, unclear regulatory regime, increased public sensitivity, these re-organised fishing companies and new forms of organisations might operate in a different way than those operating on land, and there might be clear winners and losers in these circumstances. As inferred from other areas where robots were introduced [13, 36], society might have a low level of acceptance of autonomous fishing operations, and this might reflect on, for example, seafood consumption patterns. Thus, it would be recommended to implement societal preparedness initiatives before and in parallel with the autonomisation process. If the change to autonomous fishing is going to happen, how should this be implemented (incremental or mass-replacements)? Would the autonomous system render obsolete fishing crew skills (would “the captain’s nose” (i.e. human skill considered absolutely necessary for fishing [35]) become history)?

**Legal aspects:** Autonomous fishing systems as those presented in Figure 1 are in principle not limited by area or depth of operation, which is to say that they can operate in the high-seas, and capture pelagic, demersal or sedentary species. This means that, seen or unseen, these systems may transverse easily different national and international jurisdictions. It is at this stage difficult to judge whether international law can accommodate this kind of activities and autonomous systems. But, judging from the number
of conflicts that have been fully or partially resolved by international law with regard to conventional vessels [23] one may suspect that international laws would need an update. Moreover, there is the question of legal responsibility for the AFVs actions, AFOSs as wholes or parts of these AFOSs. If they do something considered illegal, who has to respond in front of the law? The experts informing the MAS design, the MAS designer/engineer, the owner of the AA (and in this case complexity would increase if various agents that are part of the same MAS have different owners with different views on legal compliance, sustainability, profits, discards, by-catch, illegal fishing, and all these agents participated in taking the decision to perform the illegal action)?

5 APPLICABILITY OF MULTIAGENT SYSTEMS

Coordination techniques for optimizing AFOS performance: Considering AFVs and AFOSs MAS, there are different ways to optimize system performance. Multiple autonomous systems, which cooperate when belonging to the same owner and compete when belonging to different owners, require a minimum amount of coordination. For instance, they should avoid local patch depletion, even if the system belongs to different owners, a problem usually dealt with by optimum foraging theory. Furthermore, AFOSs should be capable of coordinating the use of the various devices they rely on (e.g. fishing nets, operations with traps) jointly with ship operations (e.g. speed, orientation). In addition, advances in cybersecurity could play a role here [33]. Numerous techniques have been proposed for coordinating such heterogeneous and large-scale MASs. Norms [5] and protocols [19] constitute classical tools for setting rules on behaviours interactions of possibly conflicting agents. Norms, in particular, can embed legal norms, offering a strong step towards designing agents that comply with laws. Automated negotiation [8] can help reaching satisfactory outcomes between competing agents. Organizations [1, 14, 15] offer a usual tool for defining roles and duties between collaborating agents.

Supporting human-to-human business: MASs offer numerous solutions for supporting human-to-human interactions (for example, in our case, interaction between companies active in the seafood supply chain). Due to the increasing amount of automation, the system becomes well-informed on the status of the business or the vessel as a whole. Therefore, MAS can be applied for supporting decision-making and for automating processes. Automated argumentation, automated negotiation, and agreement technologies [16, 22, 25] are solutions for facilitating decision-making in general and during company-to-company competitive interactions. Another classical benefit that MASs can offer to business lies in their capability for automating processes that were usually performed by humans [24], such as recording information (e.g. filling in the log-book for each fishing operation), triggering certain tasks (e.g. start the process of issuing catch certificates for the catch), and then warn impacted entities (e.g. informing about reaching the fishing quota allocated to that specific AFV).

Relevant agent decision architectures: Agents to be deployed in autonomous fishing operations are expected to possess high cognitive capabilities, such as belief-desire-intention (BDI) agents [29] or beyond [9]. Agents operating autonomous vessels have to be capable of committing to long-term goals (e.g. commit early to specific gear and area). They should be capable of reasoning for reaching these goals, revising their plans and goals, based on beliefs of the state of the world (e.g. weather forecast, fish stocks, potential technical failure). Furthermore, these agents need capabilities for reasoning about coordination and thus adapt on the fly. As ethical issues are highly relevant in the context of autonomous fishing of common societal resources, most probably agents would need to be given capabilities for making ethical decisions. They would need to be given values to comply to, as well as logics for complying to ethical rules [6]. Likewise, the respect of humans needs and values should be taken into consideration in the context of autonomous fishing operations. MAS offer decision architectures for reasoning about human values that could be relevant here [7].

Simulation-based modelling: The transition to AFVs, APFG, and AFOS is highly consequential on the society as a whole as well as on how fishing will be performed in the future. In this regards, designing models for predicting the consequences of the evolution of fishing techniques and fishing activities organization is very important for avoiding dramatic outcomes of this shift. Social simulation offers a strong approach for evaluating the consequences of this transition on societies [20]. In addition, fishing operations are temporally extended activities, and as the state of fishing environment and conditions change in response to the fishing activity and contingencies, it is necessary to incorporate on the fly new (real-time) information in the models based on which the AFOSs and/or elements of these systems operate. How to incorporate a variety of types of data, e.g. oceanographic, biological, legal, into simulations and other models represents a significant research direction. Moreover, the major paradigm shift that the transition to autonomous fishing activities requires empowering stakeholders with an understanding of the changes the society will go through. Social simulation, serious gaming, and participative modelling provides a solution for facilitating this transition [3].

Interaction with humans: The domain of semi-autonomy is highly relevant for designing AFOS. In the short run, the problem of designing AFVs, APFG, and AFOS might be technically too complex (and/or socially to sensitive) for being handled by fully-autonomous agents. Therefore, approaches for designing semi-autonomous systems proposed by the MAS community [37] are of high relevance for designing these fishing systems (e.g. which part of decision is left to humans? How to connect the system and humans? How do humans help the system?).

6 CONCLUSION

For various reasons, notably cultural [26], autonomous fishing vessels might not be roving the seas in the very near future. However, it is not difficult to imagine that various autonomous marine vehicles providing support to classic fishing vessels will be more and more deployed in fishing operations in this very close future. Developments in multiagent systems techniques can make a crucial contribution to solving some of the challenges raised by such operations and, in a more distant time to come, of the challenges raised by the fishing operating systems that include fully autonomous fishing vessels.
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